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The manufacturing of products and provision of services in the modern world has raised 
its engineering and management organizational process complexity. Well-known product and 
services delivering failures are evidences from such a critical situation. For dealing with this, 
organizations have promoted the development and exchange of best practices formalized in 
standards and models of processes. However, the myriad of them and the variety of their 
interrelationships precludes a clear understanding and lately a correct application. We believe 
that such understanding complexity can be alleviated with the Theory of Systems. For this aim, 
we define a systemic model of organization, organizational subsystem and business process to 



 
 

define and compare such models and standards of processes. Model is developed by a 
conceptual design research approach. Model usefulness is illustrated with the CMMI model 
and ISO/IEC 15288:2002 model. While we do not claim that such an understanding 
complexity is not still fully measured and alleviated, we claim that the initial insights suggest 
the benefits of the systemic model and systemic approach. 

1   Introduction 
In nowadays, the customer and competitive market pressures on business are 

affecting to the design and manufacturing of competitive technical, cost-efficient and 
trustworthy products as well as the provision and operation of high-quality services.  
Such engineering and management organizational processes can be considered a 
complex system of systems (SoS) [Boehm and Lane 2006]. A complex system 
because the system is comprised of a large variety of components and 
interrelationships in multiples scales generating unexpected emergent behaviors, and 
a SoS because some of its core components are full self-purposeful systems.  

As a SoS, then there is an inherent product and service engineering and 
manufacturing or provision complexity because of the variety of design, 
manufacturing or provision process, machines and tools, materials and system-
component designs, as well as for the high-quality, cost-efficiency relationships, and 
value expectations demanded from the competitive worldwide markets. Similarly, a 
management process complexity occurs because of the disparate business internal 
and external process to be coordinated to meet the time to market,  competitive 
prices, market-sharing, distribution scope and environmental and ethical 
organizational objectives,  among others  financial and strategic organizational 
objectives [Farr and Buede 2003]. 

Under this new business and engineering context and for facing such increasing 
engineering and management complexity, the organizations with global and large-
scale operations have fostered the development of the best organizational practices 
[Arnold and Lawson, 2004]. The purpose is to improve business processes and avoid 
critical failures in the manufacturing of products and provision of services. Best 
practices have been documented (via a deep re-design, analysis, and discussion, 
evaluation, authorization and updating organizational activities) through models 
and/or standards of process by international organizations for the disciplines of 
Systems Engineering (SE), Software Engineering (SwE) and Information Systems 
(IS). Whilst models and standards are developed by different types of organizations, 
both keep a similar efficacy purpose: to make available to them, a set of generic 
business process (technical, managerial, support and enterprise) that come from the 
best international practices to correct and improve their organizational process, with 
the expected outcome to hold, correct and improve the quality, value and cost-
efficiency issues of the products and services generated. 

However, because of the available myriad of models and standards reported in 
these three disciplines, the increasing interaction between SE and SwE disciplines 
(with the consequent convergence suggested for SE and SwE models and standards), 
and the critical role (e.g. critical dependence) played by the emergent complex IT-



 

based organizational  systems [Mora et al 2008] in organizations in nowadays, we 
argue that a correct deployment of such standards and models of processes has been 
obscured by an inherent systemic understanding complexity [Roedler 1996]. 
Evidences of such a raising engineering and managerial understanding systemic 
complexity [Bar-Yam 2003] are: (i) the critical failures of enterprises information 
systems implementations, (ii) the apparition (and need retirement in the market) of 
defective products (as tires, medicines, cars, and software classic news have reported) 
and the increasing of system downtimes and/or low efficiency and effectiveness in 
critical services such: electricity, nuclear plants, health services and governmental 
services. 

Then, and in concordance with a SEI (2006) statement that points out that “… in 
the current marketplace, there are maturity models, standards, methodologies, and 
guidelines that can help an organization improve the way it does business. However, 
most available improvement approaches focus on a specific part of the business and 
do not take a systemic approach to the problems that most organizations are facing”, 
in this article we develop a model to describe and compare standards and models of 
process based in the foundations of the Theory of Systems [Ackoff, 1971, 1973; 
Gelman and Garcia, 1989; Mora et al 2003; Gelman et al, 2005] by using a 
conceptual design research approach [Glass et al 2004; Hevner et al 2004]. Model 
usefulness is illustrated with the systemic description and comparison of the 
CMMI/SE model and the ISO/IEC 15288:2002 standard, and initial insights of the 
model’s usefulness to cope with the understanding complexity are reported.  

2   The Systemic Rationality of the Standards and Models 
of Processes in SE, SwE and IS 
2.1   The SE, SwE and IS disciplines 
A definition of Systems Engineering (SE), Software Engineering (SwE) and 
Information Systems (IS) disciplines is useful to establish the context for a further 
understanding of the related models and standards of processes. Mora et al [2008], 
compare the general definitions for these disciplines by using the systemic PQR 
concept used by Checkland  [2000] to define the function (P: what does the system?), 
structure (Q: how does the system do ?) and purpose (R: why does the system do?) of 
a system. At first glance the three disciplines study disparate systems: a well-defined 
physical system, a computer software system and an IT-based organizational system.   

However, recent SE [Rhodes 2002] and SwE [Bohem 2000] literature has noted 
the increasing inclusion of software and IT components in current and emergent 
complex systems. Rhodes [2002], for instance, remarks that software is a critical 
component, like hardware and people, in the entire artificial organizational system 
developed by systems engineers. Also, in the SwE discipline it has been suggested 
that software systems must be considered as socio-technical software-intensive 
systems [Sommerville 1998, p. 115]. From an IS perspective, this definition of 
software systems corresponds to what is considered an Information System [Mora et 
al 2003]. In the SE discipline has been also identified that the usual technical, 



 
 

operational, economical and political (TOEP) order of priorities [Carlock and Fenton 
2001] is changed to a political, economic, operational and technical (PEOT) order 
when complex and large systems are designed. It is usually accepted that SE 
[Hitchins, 2003] can be deployed in different hierarchical levels: (i) the Artifact SE; 
(ii) the Project SE; (iii) the Business SE; (iv) the Industry SE and (v) the Socio-
economic (environment) SE. Therefore, the increasing inclusion of software 
components suggests a needed interaction between SE and SwE, and between these 
disciplines and IS  to cope with the same object of study under different systemic 
scales. 
 

2.2   The Standard and Model Concepts 
To cope with external and internal complexities aforementioned, the organizations 
have fostered the utilization (deployment and exchange) of best organizational 
practices. These global best practices have been documented via models and 
standards of processes.  According to Succi et al [1998, p. 140] “standardization 
means that there is an explicit or implicit agreement to do certain things in a defined 
and uniform way”. Whilst the models are considered standards de facto (not a legal 
mandatory use) and the standards as de jure (legal mandatory use when a country or 
business sector agrees use it), both help to organizations to improve the quality of 
their internal business process and to align them with international practices. In this 
way, the organizations foster an efficient and effective international exchange of 
goods and services. The main conceptual attributes of the models and standards of 
processes for SE, SwE and IS can be identified from several sources  [Mora et al 
2007; Sheard and Lake 1998; Wright 1998; Tantara 2001]. 

The main similarities can be that: (i) both provide a map of generic processes from 
the best international practices, (ii) both establish what-alike and must-be instructions 
rather than how-alike specific procedures, and (iii) both do not impose a mandatory 
life-cycle but suggest a demonstrative one that is usually taken as a basement Then, 
the implementers must complement such recommendations with detailed procedures 
and profiles of the deliverables. Regarding to the differences: (i) the models (at least 
the early reported) have been focused on process improvement efforts (and 
consequently include a capability maturity level assessment such CMMI) while that 
the standards on an overall complain and not complain general assessment (e.g. ISO 
12207), (ii) models are used under an agreement between companies to legitimate 
their industrial acceptance (e.g. CMMI in the Americas) while that standards are used 
under a usually obligatory country-based agreement (e.g. ISO 15504 in Europe), and 
(iii) the models can be originated from any organization while that the standards are 
strongly endorsed by nations.  

Among the main standards of processes developed are the EIA/EIS 731 and 
ISO/IEC 15288:2002 for SE, the ISO/IEC 15289 for both SE/SwE, the ISO/IEC 
12207:1995 and  ISO/IEC 15504 for SwE, and the ISO/IEC 20000 for IS. Regarding 
to the models, the main are the CMMI/SE/SwE for both SE and SwE and CobIT for 
IS. From the descriptions of the aims of the standards and models of processes Mora 



 

et al [2007] suggest two core common purposes: (i) the improvement/assessment of 
processes and (ii) the definition/provision of processes.  Other common highlights 
[Mora et al 2007] are: 

 
 (i)  “… rationality to organize the managerial and engineering functions to 

define, develop and deploy products and services in a generic organization through a 
process approach;  

(ii)  … acknowledgement of the increasing interrelationship between software, 
hardware and general IT-based products, services and/or systems, [that] has fostered 
the integration of SwE and SE standards and models to address the needs a whole 
product, service or system to be engineered;  

(iii)  … emergence of the service-oriented approach in the future (as the 
forthcoming CMMI-SVC, and the current ISO20000 standard) 

 (iv)  …  implicit need for an interdisciplinary body of knowledge and research 
related to the management and engineering of process from SE, SwE and IT&S 
disciplines including BPM; 

(v)  … implicit utilization of the Systems Approach to establish the initial 
foundations such as concepts, principles and philosophy, for the design of 
standards.” 

 
Furthermore, because all standards and models have been strongly influenced by 

the general standard for quality management systems (ISO 9001:2000), the 
aforementioned characteristics emerge from the foundation used to define the ISO 
9001:2000 standard. 

2.3   The Systemic Rationality of  the Standards and Models of 
Processes in SE, SwE and IS 
According to the ISO 9001:2000 standard, there are eight management principles that 
sustain its rationale. Two of them (Principle 4 and 5) endorse the process approach 
and the systems approach as critical management paradigms respectively. The 
Principle 4 establishes that an organization will be more likely to achieve the results 
expected efficiently, if the resources and activities are managed as processes. In turn, 
the Principle 5 sets forth that an organization can identify, understand and manage 
more efficiently and effectively the processes if they conceptualized them as a 
system. Furthermore, the ISO9001:2000 remarks that “… concerns the way an 
organization goes about its work … concern processes not products – at least not 
directly” [ISO, 2006b]. However, this standard admits also that “ … the way in which 
the organization manage its processes is obviously to affect its final (quality of)  
product” (ibid).  This process management premise that establishes that “the quality 
of a system is largely governed by the quality of the process used to develop and 
maintain it” has been largely used in quality management systems [Paulk et al 1987].  

Hence, and with these insights, we argue that the concepts of process, system and 
service and their conceptual systemic interrelationships become critical to understand 
the different standards and models under study. The relevance of the notion of 
process is self-evident. The notion of service, for SwE is becoming of critical 



 
 

relevance for the shifting from the object and component-based paradigm toward the 
web service computing paradigm. In SE and IS, the broad initiative on Service 
Science, Management and Engineering (SSME, [Chesbrough and Spohrer 2006; 
Demirkan and Goul 2006]) justifies its relevance. The notion of system is justified by 
the ISO 9000:2000 principles. From an analysis of the relationships between process, 
service and system in the context of standards and models of process [Mora et al 
2007] can identified that the concept of process is not unique. However several 
attributes are shared in the definitions: (i) an overall purpose (transform inputs in 
outputs), (ii) activities interrelated, and (iii) utilization of human and material 
resources, procedures and methods.  Then, a process –based in all definitions-, can be 
– but not formally- defined as “an ordered set of processes (called sub-process) 
and/or activities that are performed by agents (either people and/or mechanisms) 
exercising roles and using procedures, tools and machines for its realization, to 
transform a set of inputs in a set of expected outputs” [Mora et al 2007]. 

Regarding to the concept of service, this is implicitly used for most standards 
except by those focused on such an issue. Because the most important standards and 
models of processes for IS are now oriented toward services (ITIL, CobIT, ISO 
20000) and the SwE/SE disciplines are also moving toward such a purpose (CMMI- 
SVC), a plausible generic definition of what is a service is fundamental. Similar to 
the notion of process, there is not unique definition but several attributes are also 
shared by the definitions: (i) intangible, (ii) non-storable, (iii) ongoing realization, 
and (iv) implicitly people involved by the value appreciation attribute. Whilst that the 
human beings can assess the value scale of  non-living artifacts, automated processes 
(by using tools) can assess the quality attributes (meet some agreed physical 
specifications). Then, a service can be defined –but not formally- as “the intangible, 
non-storable and user value-appreciated ongoing outcome (but with a start and end 
time point) from a system of processes” and consequently a product can be defined as 
“the tangible, storable and quality-measured for instruments or users from a system of 
processes” [Mora et al  2007]. 

Hence, the main visible distinctions between product and service are: (i) its 
tangibility property that leads to the quality (e.g. the attributes expected in the 
product) versus the value (e.g. the benefits to quality-prices rate perceived by a 
customers’ perspective (e.g. human beings) , and (ii) the ongoing service experience 
[Teboul 2007] versus the time-discrete (includes periods also) utilization of products. 
An additional difficult to define the building-blocks is the omission of the responsible 
entity that generates a service. The definitions proposed (because these appear in the 
standards) are the notions of system and process. Still, the difference between both 
concepts has been not well-reported. For the aforementioned arguments and the 
definitions for the concept system reported in the standards and models, such a 
construct becomes a critical concept to link logically the process and service/product 
constructs. Hence, the utilization of a Systems Approach can be inferred as 
fundamental as well as the relevance of the correct conceptualization of what is a 
system.  Despite, it could be considered that the concept system is a well-defined and 
understood construct, Gelman and Garcia’s [1989], Gelman et al’s [2005], Mora et 
al’s [2003, 2006] studies on the formalization of the construct system, have showed 



 

the ambiguity, incompleteness and informality of main definitions reported in the 
context of SE and IS.  Then, the concept system used in these standards, despite are 
useful can be considered practically illustrative but theoretically incomplete. Whilst 
the Process Approaches have been the corner stone for the development and 
utilization of standards and models of processes, we claim that the Systems Approach 
is in turn the corner stone that holds to the Process Approach.  

Hence, we argue that a systemic model of core building-blocks concepts is 
required to organize such disparate concepts and help to cope with increasing 
understanding and deployment complexity of such standards and models of process. 
Similar conceptualizations are being also developed in the SSME’s research stream 
under the notion of service systems [Spohrer et al 2007]. 

3  The Systemic Descriptive and Comparative Model of 
Standards and Models of Processes 

The model developed here is described by a set of conceptual relationships. The 
first set defines the concepts of: system, subsystem, component and suprasystem-
entourage. The second set defines the concepts of:  organization, organizational 
subsystem, business process, business subprocess, business activity, product and 
service. Such definitions for organization are rooted in the classic cybernetic 
paradigm [Gelman and Negroe 1982] and extended to include the Information 
Systems subsystem [Mora et al 2003].  
 

ID CONCEPT CONCEPTUAL DEFINITION 
R1 S: system is whole into a wider <SS: suprasystem> or <ENT: 

entourage> (defined by the modeler), with mandatory <A: 
attributes: a1,a2,a3,a4> where <a1: purpose>, <a2: 
function>,  <a3: inputs>, <a4: outputs> and <a5:outcomes>, 
and that is decomposable  in at least two or more <sB: 
subsystems>. 

R2 sB: subsystem is a <S: system> that is part of a <S: system> and that is 
decomposable in at least two or more <sB: subsystem> or 
<C: components>. 

R3 C: component is a constituent of a <sB: subsystem> that is not 
decomposable  (from a modeling viewpoint). 

R4 SS: suprasystem 
or ENT: 

entourage 

is a <S: system> that contains to the system of interest 
under observation. 
 

Table. 1:  The set I of core systemic definitions. 
 

ID CONCEPT CONCEPTUAL DEFINITION 
R5 O: organization is a <S: system> composed of three <OsB: organizational 

subsystems: driver, driven and IS subsystems>, into in a 
wider <OSS: organization suprasystem>, and with the 
generic attribute of <a1:purpose: “to provide valued 
outcomes for external systems”> additionally to other 
attributes. 



 
 

R6 OsB: 
organizational 

subsystem 

is a <S: subsystem> composed of three subsystems called 
<BP: business process: control, operational and 
informational>. 

R7 BP: business 
process 

is a <S: subsystem> of an <OsB: organizational subsystem> 
composed of at least two or more subsystems called <BP: 
business subprocess> or components called <BA: business 
activities>, and of the additional mandatory attributes <a6: 
mechanisms> and <a7: controls>. 

R8 BsP: business 
subprocess 

is a <:BP: business process> into a <BP: business process>. 

R9 BA: business 
activity 

is a <C: component> into a <BP: business process> or 
<BsP: business subprocess> with the additional mandatory 
attributes <a6: tasks>, <a5:7personnel>, <a8: tools & 
infrastructure>, <a9: methods & procedures> and <a10: 
socio-political mechanisms & structures>. 

R10 Sv: service is an intangible, and time-continuously but period-limited 
<a4: VoP: value-oriented outcome> from <a3: outputs: 
acts> of a <BA: business activity>, a <BP: business 
process>, an < OsB: organizational sub-system> or  an <O: 
organization>. 

R11 Pr: product is a tangible, and discrete  <QoM: quality-oriented machine 
outcome> from <a3: outputs: matter> of a <BA: business 
activity>, a <BP: business process>, an < OsB: 
organizational sub-system> or  an <O: organization>. 

Table. 2:  The set II of core systemic definitions. 
 

To apply the conceptual definitions and relationships, we define a set of pro-
formas [Andoh-Baidoo et al 2004] for each concept. Pro-formas and the systemic 
definitions enable us to develop a multi-scale systemic comparison of the standards 
and models of process. This strategy is better than a direct comparison between them 
because there are a common pattern against to each standard can be compared. 
However, it is required at first, to describe each standard by using such pro-formas 
before to perform the comparisons. As illustration, in this paper we report the 
description and comparison of the ISO/IEC 15288:2002 standard and the CMMI/SE 
model. In the appendix A, the pro-formas for the concepts system, subsystem, 
component are reported.  

By using such concepts, in the same appendix A, the pro-formas of organization, 
organizational subsystem  and business process are also reported. In the appendix B, 
by using such concepts we describe and compare the CMMI/SE model and the 
ISO/IEC 15288:2002 standard. The description and comparison is conducted in the 
organization and the organizational subsystems levels (driver, driven and information 
systems).  Descriptions map the set of processes of both schemes onto the generic and 
systemic organization model. Through the generation of the systemic pro-formas we 
identify the following core insights: 

 
1. Both schemes (the standard ISO/IEC 15288 and the CMMI/SE model) are 

focused in the core processes related to the man-made system lifecycle and related 
support process. However, from a classic process-based organization model [Porter 



 

and Millar 1985], top management and information systems support process are not 
fully addressed. ISO/IEC 15288 addresses partially through the Enterprise Processes 
of <Investment Management>, <Resource Management> and <Enterprise 
Environment Management>, as well as with the Project Processes of <Information 
Management>. CMMI/SE does not report similar processes.  Most related top 
management processes are from the Process Management area with the specific 
processes of <Organizational Process Focus>, <Organizational Process Performance> 
and <Organizational Innovation and Deployment>. None explicit reference to IS 
processes are reported. 

2. While both schemes are rooted on the ISO 9001:2000 standard, and 
consequently the quality issue is fundamental, the ISO/IEC 15288 assigns an overall 
enterprise scope to the <Quality Management> process (e.g. this is defined in the 
Enterprise area) while that CMMI/SE locates this process as support (e.g. the 
<Process and Product Quality Assurance> process). We consider that this minor 
location of the process can lately affect the scope of the quality management initiative 
for the full organization.  

3. Both schemes promote the maturation of the processes performed in the 
organization. However, their strategies to define and improve are slight different. 
CMMI/SE provides a more robust strategy when includes the <Organizational 
Process Focus>, the <Organizational Process Definition>, the <Organizational 
Innovation and Deployment> and several processes in the Support category to lately 
define, monitor and improve all processes used to generate products and services. In 
the case of the ISO/IEC 15288 standard, the unique related process is the <System 
Lifecycle Management>. However, despite this process is located in the Enterprise 
area (and consequently has a greater organizational scope than the processes from 
other categories), its focus is on the Technical process.  

4. Regarding to the support and agreement process, the strategic scopes differ. For 
the CMMI/SE model, the support processes are focused in the monitoring and 
improvement of the technical processes (through quantitative, decision-making and 
causal analysis). In the case of the ISO/IEC 15288, some of these core support 
processes are located in the Project category. Furthermore, the Support category of 
processes is replaced by the Agreement category.  In this category, the role of the 
organization as both buyer and supplier of goods and services is considered. For the 
case of CMMI/SE, the agreements are focused in one side of the value chain: as 
acquirers.  

5. With respect to the Project category, besides of the differences aforementioned 
by the Agreement versus Support categories used in the schemes compared, both 
ones provides the same core of process: <Project Planning>, <Project 
Control>/<Project Monitoring and Control> and <Risk Management>.  In the 
ISO/IEC 15288 standard, the <Configuration Management> process is located in the 
Project category, while that in the CMMI/SE model, is classified as a Support 
process.  

6. With reference to the Technical processes, the differences are minimal from a 
SwE perspective: there are processes for <Requirements Management>, 
<Requirements Development> and <Technical Solution> design and building. 
However, while the CMMI/SE claims to be a model for systems engineering, this 



 
 

model does not report explicitly the usual phases (and processes) required in SE: 
<Operation Process>, <Maintenance Process> and the <Disposal Process>.  Then, the 
ISO/IEC 15288 (being a SE standard) covers such an SE issues more adequately than 
the CMMI/SE model.  

4  Conclusions 
We have argued that the modern business world is a complex system of systems 
regarding to the engineering and management of processes to deliver cost-effective, 
trustworthy and high-quality products and services. Consequently, the organizations 
have developed and promoted the exchange of “best practices” through the concepts 
of standards and models of processes. However, we have reported that the myriad of 
them is causing an understanding complexity that obfuscates their correct 
understanding and deployment. To cope with this understanding complexity, and 
through the review of the foundations of such standards and models, we have posed 
the utilization of the Theory of Systems. Our plausible realization was illustrated with 
the definition of a systemic model of organization, organizational subsystem and 
business process, and this model was applied to describe and compare two schemes. 
We claim, from this initial analysis that Theory of Systems provided the conceptual 
tools to identify strategically core insights from both schemes. We do not claim that 
this is sufficient to resolve the problem addressed. However, our present model is 
useful to acquire an overall strategic perspective of an organization interested in the 
deployment of such standards. We will continue with: addition of more standards, 
next level of detail in descriptions and comparisons and in the middle term with the 
semi-automatization of such analysis through ontologies and reasoning computer-
based tools. 
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Appendix A:  Pro-formas for the Concepts of: system, subsystem, component, 
organization, organizational subsystem and business process. 
 
System’s pro-forma. 

CONCEPT DEFAULT VALUE DESCRIPTION 
System: S [ S ] The system that is being modeled. 
System’s suprasystem/ 
Entourage 

[ SS ] The wider system that contains to the modeled system under 
study. 

System’s attributes: [ a1+a2+a3+ a4 + a5 + (a6 + … ) ]  The attributes that are defining the system.  
a1: purpose a1: [ “to achieve its outcomes(a5)”] The effectiveness mission of the system. 
a2: function a2: [ “to achieve efficiently its outputs(a4)”] The efficacy mission of the system. 
a3: inputs a3: [ { energy-matter | information-knowledge |  acts }n ] The system’s input flows. 
a4: outputs a4: [ { energy-matter | information-knowledge |  acts }n ] The system’s output flows. 
a5: outcomes a5: [{<VoP: value-oriented people perceived effects:   v1,v2, …>   

|  
 <MoE: machine-oriented measured effects:  q1,q2, …> }n ] 

The consequences expected to be generated by the system’s 
outputs.  

•  …  Other possible attributes. 
System’s subsystems [  sB1 + sB2 + ( sB3 + …) ] The main constituents of the system. 
sB1/C1 [sB1 |  C1] The first constituent. 
sB2/C2 [sB2 |  C2] The second constituent. 
… … Other constituents. 

 
Subsystem’s Pro-forma. 

CONCEPT DEFAULT INSTANCE DESCRIPTION 
subSystem: sB [ sB ] The subsystem that is being modeled. 
System: S [ S ] The owner system of the subsystem. 
Attributes [ a1+a2+a3 + a4 + a5 + (a6 + … ) ]  The attributes that are defining the subsystem.  
a1: purpose a1: [ “to achieve its outcomes(a5)”] The effectiveness mission of the system. 



 
 

a2: function a2: [ “to achieve efficiently its outputs(a3)”] The efficacy mission of the subsystem. 
a3: inputs a3: [ { energy-matter | information-knowledge |  acts }n ] The system’s input flows. 
a4: outputs a4: [ { energy-matter | information-knowledge |  acts }n ] The system’s output flows. 
a5: outcomes a5: [{<VoP: value-oriented people perceived effects:  v1,v2, …>  |  

<MoE: machine-oriented measured effects:  q1,q2, …> }n ] 
The consequences expected to be generated by the 
system’s outputs.  

•   …  Other possible attributes. 
Subsystems or 
components 

[  [sB1 | C1] + [sB2 | C2] +  (  [sB2 | C3] …  ) ] The main constituents of the subsystem. 

sB1/C1 [sB1 | C1] The first constituent. 
sB2/C2 [sB2 | C2] The second constituent. 
…  Other constituents. 

 
Component Pro-forma.  

CONCEPT DEFAULT INSTANCE DESCRIPTION 
Component: C [ C ] The component that is being modeled. 
Subsystem: sB [ sB ] The owner subsystem of the component. 
Attributes [ a1+a2+a3 + a4 + a5 + (a6 + … ) ]  The attributes that are defining the component.  
a1: purpose a1: [ “to achieve its outcomes(a5)”] The effectiveness mission of the system. 
a2: function a2: [ “to achieve efficiently its outputs(a4)”] The efficacy mission of the subsystem. 
a3: inputs a3: [ { energy-matter | information-knowledge |  acts }n ] The system’s input flows 
a4: outputs a4: [ { energy-matter | information-knowledge |  acts }n ] The system’s output flows 
a5: outcomes a5: [{<VoP: value-oriented people perceived effects:  v1,v2, …>  |  

<MoE: machine-oriented measured effects:  q1,q2, …> }n  ] 
The consequences expected to be generated by the system’s 
outputs.  

•  …  Other possible attributes. 
 
Organization’s (as a system) Pro-form 

CONCEPT GENERIC VALUE DESCRIPTION 
Organization: O [ O ] The organization that is being modeled. 
Organizational 
suprasystem: OSS 

[ OSS ] The wider system to which belongs the organization. 



 

Attributes [ a1+a2+a3+ a4 + a5 +  (a6 + … ) ]  The attributes that are defining the organization.  
a1: purpose a1: [“to provide valued outcomes for external systems” ] The effectiveness mission of the organization. 
a2: function a2: [ “to achieve efficiently its outputs(a4)”] The efficacy mission of the organization. 
a3: inputs a3: [ { energy-matter(utilities, artifacts, money) | information-

knowledge |  acts }n ] 
The organization’s input flows. 

a4: outputs a4: [ { energy-matter(utilities, artifacts, money) | information-
knowledge |  acts }n ] 

The organization’s output flows. 

a5: outcomes a5: [{services: <VoP: value-oriented people perceived effects: 
v1,v2, …> |  products: <QoM: quality-oriented machine measured 
effects: q1,q2, …> }n ] 

The consequences expected to be generated by the 
organization’s outputs. VoP and QoM are people-oriented and 
machine-oriented valued features respectively. 

•  …  Other possible attributes. 
Organizational 
subsystems 

 [OsB1]  +  [OsB2]  +  [OsB3]    The main constituents of the subsystem. 

OsB1 OsB1: <driver-organizational subsystem> The organizational subsystem responsible to perform the 
support business process. 

OsB2 OsB2: <driven-organizational subsystem> The organizational subsystem responsible to perform the 
primary business process.  

OsB3 OsB3: <is-organizational subsystem> The organizational subsystem responsible to support the 
informational business process.  

 
Organizational subsystem’s Pro-form. 

CONCEPT DEFAULT INSTANCE DESCRIPTION 
Organizational subsystem: 
OsB 

[ OsB1 | OsB2 |  OsB3] The organizational subsystem that is being modeled. 

Organization: O [ O ] The organization to which belongs the organizational 
subsystem. 

Attributes [ a1+a2+a3+ a4 + a5 +  (a6 + … ) ]  The attributes that are defining the organizational subsystem.  
a1: purpose a1: [“to provide valued outcomes for external systems” ] The effectiveness mission of the organization. 
a2: function a2: [ “to achieve efficiently its outputs(a4)”] The efficacy mission of the organizational subsystem. 
a3: inputs a3: [ { energy-matter(utilities, artifacts, money) | information-

knowledge |  acts }n ] 
The organizational subsystem’s input flows. 



 
 

a4: outputs a4: [ { energy-matter(utilities, artifacts, money) | information-
knowledge |  acts }n ] 

The organizational subsystem’s output flows. 

a5: outcomes a5: [{services: <VoP: value-oriented people perceived effects: 
v1,v2, …> |  products: <QoM: quality-oriented machine measured 
effects: q1,q2, …> }n ] 

The consequences expected to be generated by the 
organization’s outputs. VoP and QoM are people-oriented and 
machine-oriented valued features respectively. 

•  …  Other possible attributes. 
Organizational business 
processes 

[BP1 ] + [ BP2 ] + [BP3] The main constituents of the organizational subsystem. 

BP1 BP1: <control business processes> The business process responsible for controlling the 
operational processes. 

BP2 BP2: <operational business processes> The business process responsible for doing the core activities. 
BP3 BP3: <[informational business processes> The business process responsible for providing the 

informational support.  
 
 
Business process and subprocess Pro-form. 

CONCEPT DEFAULT INSTANCE DESCRIPTION 
Business process (BP) or 
business subprocess (BsP) 

 [ BP1  | BsP1 ] The business process or subprocess that is being modeled. 

Organizational subsystem 
or business process 

[ OsB  |  BP ]  The owner organizational subsystem or business process of the 
BP or BsP that is being modeled. 

Attributes [ a1+a2+a3+ a4 + a5 + (a6 + … ) ]  The attributes that are defining the business process or 
subprocess.  

a1: purpose a1: [“to provide valued outcomes for external systems” ] The effectiveness mission of the organization. 
a2: function a2: [ “to achieve efficiently its outputs(a4)”] The efficacy mission of the business process or subprocess. 
a3: inputs a3: [ { energy-matter(utilities, artifacts, money) | information-

knowledge |  acts }n ] 
The organizational process’ input flows. 

a4: outputs a4: [ { energy-matter(utilities, artifacts, money) | information-
knowledge |  acts }n ] 

The organizational process’ output flows. 

a5: outcomes a5: [{services: <VoP: value-oriented people perceived effects: 
v1,v2, …> |  products: <QoM: quality-oriented machine measured 

The consequences expected to be generated by the 
organization’s outputs. VoP and QoM are people-oriented and 



 

effects: q1,q2, …> }n ] machine-oriented valued features respectively. 
a6: mechanisms a6: [{  [people | tools |  machines] }n ] The organizational process’ resources used for generating the 

outputs. 
a7: controls a7: [{  [ information  | knowledge}n ] The organizational process’ resources used for controlling the 

generation of outputs. 
…  Other possible attributes. 
Other business 
subprocesses or business 
activities 

[ BsP1 | BA1] + [ BsP2 | BA2]  + ( [ BP3 |  BA3 ] + … ) The main constituents of the organizational business process or 
subprocess. 

BsP1/BA1 [ BsP1 | BA1] The first business subprocess or activity. 
BsP2/BA2 [ BsP2 | BA2] The second business subprocess or activity. 
… … Other possible business subprocess or activity. 

 
 

 

 

 



 
 

Appendix B:  Pro-formas for the Concepts of: system, subsystem, component, 
organization, organizational subsystem and business process. 
 
CMMI/SE vs ISO/IEC 15288:12002 systemic description:  the organization system. 

SYSTEMIC  
CONCEPT 

CMMI/SE Model Mapping ISO/IEC 15288:2002 Standard Mapping DESCRIPTION 

Organization: O [ O:  <Organization: “An organization is  typically an 
administrative structure in which people collectively 
manage one or more projects as a whole, and whose 
projects share a senior manager and  operate under 
the same policies”> ] 

[ O: <Organization: “a group of people and facilities 
with an arrangement of responsibilities, authorities 
and relationships” > ] 

The organization that is 
being modeled for  the 
CMMI model or ISO 
15288 standard. 

Organizational 
suprasystem: 
OSS 

[OSS: <Enterprise: “the full composition of companies” 
that belongs the O> 

] 

[ OSS: <Enterprise: “the part of an organization with 
responsibility to acquire and to supply products 
and/or services according to agreements”> 

] 

The wider system to 
which belongs the 
organization. 

Attributes [ a1+a2+a3+ a4 + a5 +  (a6 + … ) ]  [ a1+a2+a3+ a4 + a5 +  (a6 + … ) ]  The attributes that are 
defining the organization.  

a1: purpose [a1:  <“to provide valued outcomes for external systems”: 
“to deliver products or services through ensuring 
stable, capable, and mature processes.”> 

 ] 

[a1: <“to provide valued outcomes for external systems”: 
“managing and performing the stages of a man-
based system’s lifecycle for achieving customer 
satisfaction”> ] 

The effectiveness mission 
of the organization 
modeled by CMMI or ISO 
15288. 

a2: function [ a2: <“to achieve efficiently its outputs(a4)”:   ” to manage 
the development, acquisition, and maintenance of 
products or services”> 

] 

[a2: “to achieve efficiently its outputs(a4)”:  
 <”managing and performing the stages of a  
 man-based system’s life cycle” > 
] 

The efficacy mission of 
the organization modeled 
by CMMI or ISO 15288. 

a3: inputs [ a3: < { energy-matter(utilities, artifacts, money) | 
information-knowledge |  acts }n  

] 

[a3: { energy-matter(utilities, artifacts, money) | 
information-knowledge |  acts }n 

 ] 

The organization’s input 
flows. 

a4: outputs [ a4: < { energy-matter(utilities, artifacts, money) | [a4: { energy-matter(utilities, artifacts, money) | The organization’s output 



 

information-knowledge |  acts }n  
] 

information-knowledge |  acts }n  
] 

flows. 

a5: outcomes [a5: < {services: <VoP: value-oriented people perceived and 
measurable effects:  

  v1:<IT-based services>,   
  v2:<Capability process profile>>,  
 products: <QoM: quality-oriented machine measured 

effects:  
  q1:<IT-based products>> }n  
 ] 

[a5: { services: <VoP: value-oriented people perceived and   
measurable effects:  

  v1:<IT-based services>,  
  v2:<Capability process profile>  > |   
 products: <QoM: quality-oriented  machine measured 

effects:  
  q1:<IT-based products>> }n  
 ] 

The consequences 
expected to be generated 
by the organization’s 
outputs. VoP and QoM are 
people-oriented and 
machine-oriented valued 
features respectively. 

Organizational 
subsystems 

[OsB1]  +  [OsB2]  +  [OsB3]     [OsB1]  +  [OsB2]  +  [OsB3]    The main constituents of 
the system. 

OsB1 [OsB1: <driver-organizational subsystem:  
 <Process Management Process:  
  <*Org. Process Focus>,  
  < *Org. Process Def.>,  
  <Org.  Process Performance>,  
  <Org. Innovation & Deployment>>> 
] 

[OsB1: <driver-organizational subsystem:  
 <Enterprises Processes:  
       <Investment Mgt>,   
  <Resource Mgt>, 
      <Enterprise Env Mgt>> , 
 <Project Processes:  
    <Information Mgt>> >] 

The organizational 
subsystem responsible to 
manage and support the 
primary business process. 

OsB2 [OsB2: <driven-organizational subsystem:  
 <Process Management Process:   
  <*Org. Process Focus>, 
   <*Org.  Process Def.>, 
   <Org. Training>>, 
  <Project Management Process:  
  <Project Planning>,  
  <Project M&C>,  
  <Supplier Agreement Mgt>,  
  <Integrated Project  Mgt>,  
  <Risk Mgt>,   
  <Quantitative Project Mgt>>, 
 <Support Process:  

[OsB2: <driven-organizational subsystem:  
 <Enterprises Processes:  
  <SLCP Mgt>,   
  <Quality Mgt>>, 
 <Project Processes:  
  < Project Planning >,  
  < Project Assessment>,  
  < Project Control>, 
  < Decision-making >, 
  <Risk Mgt>,  
  < Configuration Mgt>>, 
 < Agreement Processes: 
  <Acquisition>, 

The organizational 
subsystem responsible to 
perform the primary 
business process.  



 
 

  <Configuration Mgt >,  
  <Process & Product QA>,   
  <Measurement & Analysis>,  
  <Causal Analysis &  Resolution>,  
  <Decision Analysis & Resolution>>, 

<Engineering Process:  
  <Req. Mgt>, 
  <Req. Development>,  
  <Technical Solution>,  
  <Product Integration>,  
  <Verification>,   
  <Validation>> > 
] 

  < Supply>>,   
 <Technical Processes:  
  <Stakeholder Req. Def.>,   
  <Req. Analysis>,   
  <Architectural Design>,  
  <Implementation>,  

 <Integration>,  
  <Verification>,  
  <Transition>,   
  <Validation>,  
  <Operation>,  
  <Maintenance>,    
  <Disposal>> >] 

OsB3 [OsB3: <is-organizational subsystem:  
 <NOT DEFINED>> 
] 

[OsB3: <is-organizational subsystem:  
 <NOT DEFINED>> 
>] 

The organizational 
subsystem responsible to 
support the informational 
business process.  

 
 
CMMI/SE vs ISO 15288:2002 systemic description: the driver-organizational subsystem. 

SYSTEMIC  
CONCEPT 

CMMI/SE Model Mapping ISO/IEC 15288:2002 Standard Mapping DESCRIPTION 

Organizational 
subsystem: 
OsB1 

[OsB1:  <driver-organizational subsystem:  
 <Process Management Process:    

 <* Org. Process Focus>,  
  < *Org. Process  Def.>,  
  <Org. Process Performance>, 
  <Org. Innovation & Deployment>>  
>] 

[OsB1: <driver-organizational subsystem:  
 <Enterprises Processes:  
       <Investment Mgt>,   
  <Resource Mgt>, 
      <Enterprise Env Mgt>> , 
 <Project Processes:  
    <*Information Mgt>> 
>] 

The organizational 
subsystem that is being 
modeled/mapped with 
CMMI or ISO 15288. 

Organization: O [ O:  <Organization: “An organization is  typically an [ O: <Organization: “a group of people and  facilities The organization to which 



 

administrative structure in which people collectively 
manage one or more projects as a whole, and whose 
projects share a senior manager and  operate under 
the same policies”> ] 

with an arrangement of responsibilities, authorities 
and relationships” > ] 

belongs the organizational 
subsystem. 

Attributes [ a1+a2+a3+ a4 + a5 + (a6 + … ) ]  [ a1+a2+a3+ a4 + a5 + (a6 + … ) ]  The attributes that are 
defining the organizational 
subsystem.  

a1: purpose [a1:<“to provide valued outcomes for external systems”: 
 ”provide to the organization with an advanced 

capability to  achieve its quantitative objectives for 
quality and  process performance”> ] 

[a1: <“to provide valued outcomes for external systems”: 
 “to define suitable projects in order to meet the 

objectives of the organization” + “to enable  projects 
with the adequate resources” + “to define and 
endure the policies and procedures needed for the 
organization’s business” +”to provide the valid, 
timely and right technical, project, enterprise or 
agreement information to the parties required”>] 

The effectiveness mission 
of the organizational 
subsystem mapped to 
CMMI or ISO 15288. 

a2: function [a2: <“to achieve efficiently its outputs(a4):  
 “doing all cross-project activities related to defining, 

planning, resourcing, deploying, implementing, 
monitoring, controlling, appraising, measuring, and  
improving processes”> 

] 

[a2: < “to achieve efficiently its outputs(a4)”: “assignation 
of financial resources to projects” + “resources 
(materials, services, people) sourcing to projects” 
+”business area planning and system lifecycle 
strategic policies and procedures definition”+ 
”information service management”>] 

The efficacy mission of 
the organizational 
subsystem mapped to 
CMMI or ISO 15288. 

a3: inputs [a3:{ energy-matter(utilities, artifacts, money) | information-
knowledge |  acts }n 

 ] 

[ a3: { energy-matter(utilities, artifacts, money) | 
information-knowledge |  acts }n 

 ] 

The organizational 
subsystem’s input flows. 

a4: outputs [a4: { energy-matter(utilities, artifacts, money) | 
information-knowledge |  acts }n 

 ] 

[ a4: { energy-matter(utilities, artifacts, money) | 
information-knowledge |  acts }n  

] 

The organizational 
subsystem’s output flows. 

a5: outcomes [a5: { services: <VoP: value-oriented people perceived and 
measurable effects:  

  v1:<driver-mgt sub-services>>   
 |   
 products: <QoM: quality-oriented  machine measured 

[ a5: {  services: <VoP: value-oriented people perceived 
 and measurable effects:  

  v1:<driver-mgt sub-services>>   
 |   
 products: <QoM: quality-oriented  machine  measured 

The consequences 
expected to be generated 
by the organization’s 
outputs. VoP and QoM are 
people-oriented and 



 
 

effects:  
  q1:<driver-mgt products>> }n  
] 

effects:  
  q1:<driver-mgt products>> }n  
 ] 

machine-oriented valued 
features respectively. 

Organizational 
business 
processes 

[BP1 ] + [ BP2 ] + [BP3] [BP1 ] + [ BP2 ] + [BP3] The main constituents of 
the organizational 
subsystem. 

BP1 [BP1: <control business processes:  
 <Process Management Process:    

 <*Org. Process Focus>,  
  <Org. Innovation & Deployment>> 
>] 

[BP1: <control business processes:  
 <Enterprise Processes:  
      <Investment Mgt> 
 >  
>] 

The business process 
responsible for controlling 
the operational processes. 

BP2 [BP2: <operational business processes: 
 <Process Management Process:    

 <Org. Process Def.>, 
  <Org. Process Performance>> 
>] 

[BP2: <operational business processes: 
 <Enterprise Processes:  
      <Resource Mgt>,  
  <Enterprise Env Mgt> 
 > 
>] 

The business process 
responsible for doing the 
core activities. 

BP3 [BP3: <informational business processes: 
 <NOT DEFINED>> 
>] 

[BP3: <informational business processes: 
 <Project Processes:  
    <*Information Mgt>> 
>] 

The business process 
responsible for providing 
the informational support.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
CMMI/SE vs ISO/IEC 15288:2002 systemic description: the driven-organizational subsystem. 

SYSTEMIC  
CONCEPT 

CMMI/SE Model Mapping ISO/IEC 15288:2002 Standard Mapping DESCRIPTION 

Organizational 
subsystem: 
OsB2 

[ OsB2: <driven-organizational subsystem:  
 <Process Management Process:   
  <*Org. Process Focus>,  
  <*Org.  Process Def.>,   
  <Org. Training>>,  
 <Project Management Process:   
  <Project Planning>,  
  <Project M&C>, 
   <Supplier Agreement Mgt>, 
   <Integrated Project Mgt>, 
   <Risk  Mgt>,  
  <Quantitative Project Mgt>>, 
 <Support Process:  
  <Configuration Mgt >,  
  <Process & Product QA>,   
  <Measurement & Analysis>,  
  <Causal  Analysis & Resolution>,  
  <Decision Analysis & Resolution>>, 

<Engineering Process:  
   <Req. Mgt>,   
  <Req. Development>,   
  <Technical  Solution>,  
  <Product Integration>,   
  <Verification>,  
  <Validation>> 

[OsB2: <driven-organizational subsystem:  
 <Enterprises Processes:  
  <SLCP Mgt>,  
   <Quality Mgt>>, 
 <Project Processes:  
  <Project Planning >,  
  <Project Assessment>,   
  < Project Control>,   
  < Decision-making >, 
   <Risk Mgt>,  
  < Configuration Mgt>,  
  < *Information Mgt>>, 
 < Agreement Processes:  
  <Acquisition>,  
  < Supply>>,   
 <Technical Processes:  
   <Stakeholder Req. Def.>,   
  <Req. Analysis>,   
  <Architectural Design>,  
  <Implementation>,   
  <Integration>,  
  <Verification>, 
   <Transition>,   
  <Validation>,  
  <Operation>, 

The organizational 
subsystem that is being 
modeled/mapped with 
CMMI. 



 
 

>]    <Maintenance>,    
  <Disposal>> 
>] 

Organization: 
O 

[ O:  <Organization: “An organization is  typically an 
administrative structure in which people  collectively 
manage one or more projects as a whole, and whose 
projects share a senior manager and  operate under 
the same policies”> ] 

[ O: <Organization: “a group of people and facilities 
with an arrangement of  responsibilities, authorities 
and relationships” > ] 

The organization to which 
belongs the organizational 
subsystem. 

Attributes [ a1+a2+a3+ a4 + a5 + (a6 + … ) ]  [ a1+a2+a3+ a4 + a5 + (a6 + … ) ]  The attributes that are 
defining the organizational 
subsystem.  

a1: purpose [a1: <“to provide valued outcomes for external systems”: 
 < “to meet the project commitments”+ “to help to meet 

the project commitments”+  “to integrate software-
engineering and systems-engineering processes into a 
product-oriented process improvement scenario.”>] 

[a1: <“to provide valued outcomes for external systems”:  
 “to establish, evolve, control and evaluate projects” 

+ “to establish the requirements for agreements 
with external or internal entities” + “to provide the 
valid, timely and right technical, project, enterprise 
or agreement information to the parties required” + 
”to enable enterprise and project functions to 
optimize the benefits and reduce the risks that arise 
the technical decisions and actions” > ] 

The effectiveness mission 
of the organizational 
subsystem mapped to 
CMMI or ISO 15288. 

a2: function [ a2: <“to achieve efficiently its outputs(a4):  
 <“planning, monitoring, and controlling of projects” + 

“supporting product development and maintenance” + 
“engineering developing and maintaining  of products 
and services for both systems engineering and 
software engineering”>] 

[a2: < “to achieve efficiently its outputs(a4)”:  
 “project management” + “supplier external and 

internal management” + “generate cost-effective, 
trustworthy and high-quality products and 
services”>] 

The efficacy mission of 
the organizational 
subsystem mapped to 
CMMI or ISO 15288. 

a3: inputs [a3: { energy-matter(utilities, artifacts, money) | information-
knowledge |  acts }n ] 

[a3: { energy-matter(utilities, artifacts, money) | 
information-knowledge |  acts }n ] 

The organizational 
subsystem’s input flows. 

a4: outputs [a4: { energy-matter(utilities, artifacts, money) | information-
knowledge |  acts }n ] 

[a4: { energy-matter(utilities, artifacts, money) | 
information-knowledge |  acts }n ] 

The organizational 
subsystem’s output flows. 

a5: outcomes [a5: {services: <VoP: value-oriented people perceived 
 and measurable effects:  

[a5: { services: <VoP: value-oriented people perceived and 
measurable effects:  

The consequences 
expected to be generated 



 

  v1:<driver-mgt sub-services>> 
 |   
 products: <QoM: quality-oriented  machine measured 

effects:   
  q1:<driver-mgt products>> }n   
] 

  v1:<driven-mgt sub-services>>  
 |   

 products: <QoM: quality-oriented  machine measured 
effects:  

  q1:<driven-mgt products>> }n   
] 

by the organization’s 
outputs. VoP and QoM are 
people-oriented and 
machine-oriented valued 
features respectively. 

Organizational 
business 
processes 

[BP1 ] + [ BP2 ] + [BP3] [BP1 ] + [ BP2 ] + [BP3] The main constituents of 
the organizational 
subsystem. 

BP1 [BP1: <control business processes:  
 <Process Management Process:  
  <*Org. Process Focus>,  
  <*Org.  Process Def.>,   
  <Org. Training>>,  
 <Support Process:  
  <Configuration Mgt >, 
   <Process & Product QA>,   
  <Measurement & Analysis>,  
  <Causal Analysis & Resolution>,  
  <Decision Analysis & Resolution>>,  
 <Project Management Process:  
  <Project Planning>,  
  <*Project M&C>,  
  <Supplier Agreement Mgt> 
  <Integrated Project Mgt>, 
 <Risk Mgt>,  
 <Quantitative Project Mgt>>, 
 <Engineering Process:  
  <Req. Mgt>,  
  <Req. Development>,   
  <Validation> >>] 

[BP1: <control business processes:  
 <Enterprises Processes:  
  <SLCP Mgt>, 
   <Quality Mgt>>, 
 <Project Processes:  
  <Project Planning >,  
  <Project Assessment>,   
  < Project Control>,   
  < Decision-making >,  
  <Risk Mgt>,  
  < Configuration Mgt>>, 
 < Agreement Processes:  
  <Acquisition>, 
  < Supply>>,   
>] 

The business process 
responsible for controlling 
the operational processes. 

BP2 [BP2: <operational business processes:  
 <Project Management Process: 

[BP2: <operational business processes: 
 <Technical Processes:   

The business process 
responsible for doing the 



 
 

   <*Project M&C>>,  
 <Engineering Process:   
  <Technical  Solution>,  
  <Product Integration>,   
  <Verification>>  
>] 

  <Stakeholder Req. Def.>,  
  <Req. Analysis>,   
  <Architectural Design>,  
  <Implementation>,   
  <Integration>,  
  <Verification>, 
   <Transition>,   
  <Validation>,  
  <Operation>,  
  <Maintenance>,    
  <Disposal>> 
>] 

core activities. 

BP3 [BP3: <informational business processes: 
 <NOT DEFINED>> 
>] 

[BP3: <informational business processes: 
 <Project Processes:  
    <*Information Mgt>> 
>] 

The business process 
responsible for providing 
the informational support.  

 
 
CMMI/SE vs ISO/IEC 15288:2002 systemic description: the IS-organizational subsystem. 
 

SYSTEMIC  
CONCEPT 

CMMI/SE Model Mapping ISO/IEC 15288:2002 Standard Mapping DESCRIPTION 

Organizational 
subsystem: OsB3 

[OsB3: <is-organizational subsystem:  
 <NOT DEFINED>> ] 

[OsB3: <is-organizational subsystem:  
 <NOT DEFINED>>] 

The organizational subsystem 
that is being modeled. 

Organization: O [ O:  <Organization: “An organization is  typically an 
administrative structure in which people collectively 
manage one or more projects as a whole, and whose 
projects share a senior manager and  operate under 
the same policies”> ] 

[ O: <Organization: “a group of people and 
facilities with an arrangement of 
responsibilities, authorities and 
relationships” > ] 

The organization to which 
belongs the organizational 
subsystem. 

Attributes [ a1+a2+a3+ a4 + a5 + (a6 + … ) ]  [ a1+a2+a3+ a4 + a5 + (a6 + … ) ]  The attributes that are defining 
the organizational subsystem.  



 

a1: purpose [a1: <“to provide valued outcomes for external systems”> ] [a1: <“to provide valued outcomes for external 
systems”> ] 

The effectiveness mission of 
the organization. 

a2: function [a2: < “to achieve efficiently its outputs(a4)”>] [a2: < “to achieve efficiently its outputs(a4)”>] The efficacy mission of the 
organizational subsystem. 

a3: inputs [ a3: { energy-matter(utilities, artifacts, money) | 
information-knowledge |  acts }n ] 

[a3: { energy-matter(utilities, artifacts, money) | 
information-knowledge |  acts }n ] 

The organizational subsystem’s 
input flows. 

a4: outputs [a4: { energy-matter(utilities, artifacts, money) | 
information-knowledge |  acts }n ] 

[a4: { energy-matter(utilities, artifacts, money) | 
information-knowledge |  acts }n ] 

The organizational subsystem’s 
output flows. 

a5: outcomes [a5: {services: <VoP: value-oriented people  perceived and 
measurable effects:   

  v1:<IS services>>   
|  products: <QoM: quality-oriented  machine measured 

effects:  
  q1:<IS products>> }n  ]   

[a5: {services: <VoP: value-oriented people   
    perceived and measurable effects:  
  v1:<IS services>>   
|      products: <QoM: quality-oriented  machine    
    measured effects:  
  q1:<IS products>> }n   ] 

The consequences expected to 
be generated by the 
organization’s outputs. VoP 
and QoM are people-oriented 
and machine-oriented valued 
features respectively. 

Organizational 
business processes 

[BP1 ] + [ BP2 ] + [BP3] [BP1 ] + [ BP2 ] + [BP3] The main constituents of the 
organizational subsystem. 

BP1 [BP1: <control business processes:  
 <NOT DEFINED>> 
] 

[BP1: <control business processes:  
 <NOT DEFINED>> ] 

The business process 
responsible for controlling the 
operational processes. 

BP2 [BP2: <operational business processes: 
 <NOT DEFINED>> 
] 

[BP2: <operational business processes: 
 <NOT DEFINED>> ] 

The business process 
responsible for doing the core 
activities. 

BP3 [BP3: <informational business processes: 
 <NOT DEFINED >> 
 ] 

[BP3: <informational business processes: 
 <NOT DEFINED > 
] 

The business process 
responsible for providing the 
informational support.  

 


